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Development of image reconstruction method for a multiple-isotope
PET using 44mSc†

T. Fukuchi,∗1 M. Shigeta,∗1 H. Haba,∗2 D. Mori,∗2 T. Yokokita,∗2 Y. Komori,∗2 S. Yamamoto,∗3 and
Y. Watanabe∗1

Positron emission tomography (PET) is a powerful
tool for radio-tracer imaging in a living biological ob-
ject. However, conventional PET is useful only for single-
tracer imaging because of the energy constancy of anni-
hilation photons, which are utilized for PET imaging. In
order to improve PET imaging, we have developed a new
small-animal PET system that can be used for multiple-
tracer simultaneous imaging. Our PET system, named
multiple-isotope PET (MI-PET), detects not only anni-
hilation photons but also prompt γ-rays, which are emit-
ted successively after positrons, using additional γ-ray
detectors. Previously, we succeeded in proving the basic
principle of MI-PET using a prototype system.1,2)

Because of the imperfectness of the prompt γ-ray de-
tection in MI-PET imaging with a pure positron emitter
and positron-γ emitter, an image for the pure positron
emitter taken by MI-PET is superposed by the positron-
γ emitter. Therefore, to create an isolated image of
the pure positron emitter, we developed an image re-
construction method based on subtraction between data
with the absence (data-D) and presence (data-T) of
the prompt γ-ray detection. For this subtraction, the
spatial normalization of the prompt γ-ray sensitivity is
needed. Therefore, long-period normalization scans of a
positron-γ emitter, 44mSc, was performed using a cylin-
drical phantom 180 mm in length and 78 mm in diam-
eter. These normalization data were also used for the
analysis of the counting-rate dependence of the sensitiv-
ity based on its proper decay half-life of 58.6 h. The
initial activity of the 44mSc phantom was 2.45 MBq, and
the measurement time was 235 h, which corresponds to
approximately 4 half-lives.

To evaluate the practical performance of the devel-
oped image reconstruction method, dual-isotope mouse
imaging was performed using 18F-FDG and a simple sub-
stance, 44mSc. In this experiment, 1.13-MBq of 18F-
FDG and 1.23-MBq of 44mSc were administered to an
8-week-old normal male mouse by a tail vein injection.
After 38 min from administration, a 30-min scan with
bed motion was performed under anaesthesia. This an-
imal experiment was performed in accordance with the
Principles of Laboratory Animal Care (NIH Publication
No. 85-23, revised 1985) and approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) of
RIKEN, Kobe Branch.

Scandium-44m was produced at RIBF via the
45Sc(d, p2n)44mSc (for normalization scan) and
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Fig. 1. Photograph (left) and reconstructed images of a
mouse administrated with 18F-FDG and 44mSc. (i) image-
D (44mSc and 18F-FDG), (ii) image-T (44mSc), and (iii)
image-A (18F-FDG).

Table 1. VOI analysis of the mouse. Values are shown in kBq.

Image-D Image-T D-T Image-A
Heart 31.7 10.2 21.5 23.9
Liver 421.3 427.6 −6.3 0.9
Bladder 69.0 9.2 59.8 77.3

44Ca(d, 2n)44mSc (for mouse imaging) reactions with a
24-MeV deuterium beam from the AVF cyclotron, pu-
rified by chemical processes at the hot lab, and trans-
ported to the RIKEN Center for Biosystems Dynamics
Research in Kobe.

Reconstructed mouse images from data-D (image-D:
44mSc and 18F-FDG) and data-T (image-T: 44mSc) as
well as an isolated image of the pure-positron emitter
(image-A: 18F-FDG) are shown in Fig. 1. From image-
T, we can clearly observe 44mSc accumulation in the
liver, whereas from image-A, 18F-FDG accumulated in
the heart and urinary bladder. These distributions are
reasonable from a physiological viewpoint.

To make a quantitative analysis, 3D volumes of in-
terest (VOIs) were set on the heart, liver, and blad-
der for image-D, image-T, and image-A. The values of
these VOIs and direct subtraction between image-D and
image-T (D-T) are listed in Table 1. The D-T activity in
the liver was negative. However, activity in the liver of
image-A, which has no biological specific accumulation
of 18F-FDG, was nearly zero and was comparable with
other non-accumulated sections. From this result, we
concluded that our newly developed image-A isolation
method is useful for practical multiple-isotope imaging
using MI-PET.
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Double photon emission nuclides for double photon coincidence imaging

H. Takahashi,∗1 M. Uenomachi,∗1 K. Shimazoe,∗1 and H. Haba∗2

Positron emission tomography (PET) is known as a
very high sensitivity imaging method. One reason for
this is that it utilizes a coincidence technique, where
two detectors are used to identify the event; therefore,
a high signal-to-noise ratio is realized. However, PET
uses only 511 keV gamma rays. Thus, it cannot be used
to distinguish all positron emitters.

Some nuclides successively emit two gamma-ray pho-
tons in a very short time. The use of such gamma
photons can lead a new type of coincidence imag-
ing method.1,2) Recently, we proposed a new concept
of time/position correlation type tomography method
based on a directionality sensitive gamma camera. For
this, we need a nuclide that emits two photons in a rela-
tively short period. Thus far, we have proposed the use
of 111In, which emits a 171 keV photon and after the
life time of 85 ns, it emits a 245 keV photon. When the
measurement system identifies a 171 keV photon, the
system waits for a 245 keV photon for approximately
300 ns. If the system recognizes the 245 keV photon,
it records two gamma photons and their incident an-
gles, and then, it proceeds to the next measurement.
To record angles, an electron tracking type Compton
imager can be used for 300–600 keV gamma-ray pho-
tons; however, multi-pinhole cameras can be used for
low-energy gamma rays. This enables double photon
emission computed tomography (DPECT). Although
111In is feasible for measurements, the advantage of
the double-photon coincidence method lies in its multi-
nuclide capability. Therefore, we are exploring other
candidates for double-photon emission nuclides. The
gamma ray energies should not be too large since the
detection efficiency for high energy gamma rays is lim-

Fig. 1. Decay scheme of 43K.3)
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Fig. 2. Single photon Compton image of a 43K source. The
color bar shows relative intensity.

ited.
For nuclear medicine applications, the half-life of the

nuclide should not be too short or too long. The double-
photon yield should be large. The gamma-ray energies
should not be too large since the detection efficiency
for high-energy gamma rays is limited. Further, two
photons should be emitted within a short period. Al-
though there are various possibilities for double-photon
emission nuclides. they cannot all be used owing to the
above requirements. Then we successfully found the
following nuclides thus far.

43K is a beta minus nuclide followed by gamma pho-
ton emissions. The half-life of the nuclide 43K is 22.3 h,
which is a reasonable value. The decay scheme of this
nuclide is shown in Fig. 1. It emits three pairs of gamma
rays. The first pair is a 617 keV photon (79%) and a
372 keV photon (87%). The second pair is a 397 keV
photon (11.9%) and a 593 keV photon (11.3%). Finally,
the third pair is a 221 keV photon (4.8%) and a 372 keV
photon. The longest life time is 81 ps. Therefore, two
gamma-ray photons are observed almost simultaneously
in the measurement system. The time resolution is very
close to that of positron annihilation. The TOF method
can be used to localize the event for this nuclide. As
a first step, the single-photon Compton image was ob-
tained as shown in Fig. 2. In this research, 43K was
produced at RIKEN for radioisotope imaging.
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